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A.5 Functionality in presence of preloaded, long-lastingpre-
certified key pair 

An alternative to securing certificate enrolment based on AKA and bootstrapping function is to secure certificate 
enrolment based on signatures made with pre-certified key in the UE. This alternative has been specified by Open 
Mobile Alliance (see section 7.3.4 of [WPKI]) and is thus out of scope of this specification. The functionality in 
presence of pre-certified key pair in the UE is explained below only briefly. 
 
In this alternative solution, the UE equipped with a UICC, is previously issued with a pre-loaded, long lasting, 
public/private key pair from the home network. This phase would occur out of band, and would result in the UE 
possessing a long lasting key pair stored in the UICC for the purposes of certificate request authentication. Open 
Mobile Alliance (OMA) group offers standardized solutions by means of WPKI specification [WPKI] and WIM 
specification [WIM] for the storage and the use of long-lasting key pair. USIM and WIM are examples of 
applications on the UICC that can deal with the long-lasting keys. 
The UE can issue a request for a certificate to the CA, signing the request with the long lasting private key. The 
certificate request itself could contain a newly generated public key that is to be certified by the CA. This assumes 
that the new key pair is generated in the UICC. Or it is also possible for the CA to generate the new key pair and 
send it (protected) to the UICC. Access control security for the pre-loaded long-lasting private key should be at 
least as good as for access control for USIM. 
Two options can be envisaged. Though the public/private key pair is long lasting, the validity of the subscriber 
certificates issued to the UE could be short-lived. In this case the long lasting public/private key pair is used for 
PKI applications (e.g. in mobile-commerce) in combination with the short-lived certificates. Alternatively, the long 
lasting public/private key pair could come with a long-term certificate. The long-term private key would then have 
a restricted purpose, e.g. only to be used to authenticate subscriber certificate requests. The latter would be used to 
obtain another, short-lived certificate on a short-lived public/private key pair. It would then be the short-lived keys 
that could be used for e.g. m-commerce and other 3G PKI applications.  
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